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Abstract 

In a ),( nt  secret sharing scheme (SS), a dealer divides a 

secret into n shares in such a way that (a) the secret can be 

recovered successfully with t or more than t  shares, and (b) 

the secret cannot be recovered with fewer than t  shares.  In 

a weighted secret sharing scheme (WSS), each share of a 

shareholder has a positive weight. The secret can be 

recovered if the overall weight of shares is equal to or 

larger than the threshold; but the secret cannot be recovered 

if the overall weight of shares is smaller than the threshold 

value. The ),( nt SS is a special type of WSSs in which the 

weight of all shares is the same. A shareholder having a 

higher weight needs to keep multiple shares if we adopt a 

standard ),( nt SS to implement a WSS.  In this paper, we 

propose a WSS based on the Chinese Remainder Theorem 

(CRT) and the security of our scheme is the same as the 

),( nt SS proposed by Asmuth and Bloom. In our proposed 

WSS, every shareholder including shareholders having 

higher weights keeps only one share. Furthermore, the 

modulus associated with shareholders in our proposed 

scheme is smaller than the modulus in all existing schemes. 

Keywords: Chinese remainder theorem, secret 

reconstruction, Shamir’s scheme, weighted secret sharing 

1   Introduction 

Secret sharing schemes (SSs) were originally introduced by 

both Blakely [4] and Shamir [20] independently in 1979 as 

a solution for safeguarding cryptographic keys and have 

been studied extensively in the literature. SS has become 

one of the basic tools in cryptographic research. In Shamir's 

),( nt SS, a secret s  is divided into n shares by a dealer 

and is shared among n shareholders in such a way that (a) 

the secret can be reconstructed with t  or more than 

t shares, and (b)the secret cannot be obtained with fewer 

than t shares. Shamir's ),( nt SS is based on the 

polynomial and is unconditionally secure. There are other 

types of SSs. For example, Blakely’s scheme [4] is based 

on the geometry; Mignotte's scheme [14] and Azimuth-

Bloom's scheme [1] are based on the Chinese remainder 

theorem (CRT). 

The weighted secret sharing scheme (WSS) was 

originally proposed by Shamir [20].  In a WSS, each share 

of a shareholder has a positive weight.  The secret can be 

recovered if the overall weight of shares is equal to or 

larger than the threshold; but the secret cannot be recovered 

if the overall weight of shares is smaller than the threshold 

value. In fact, Shamir’s ),( nt SS is a special type of WSSs 

in which the weight of all shares is the same.  There are 

some papers to discuss properties and characteristics of a 

WSS.  For example, in [15], it deals with the property of 

information rate of a WSS.  In [2], it characterizes all 

weighted threshold access structures that are ideal. It shows 

that a weighted threshold access structure is ideal if and 

only if it is a hierarchical threshold access structure, or a 

tripartite access structure, or a composition of two ideal 

weighted threshold access structures that are defined on 

smaller sets of users.   

It is a very common approach to publish research 

papers related to the SS based on linear polynomials.  But, 

there are only a few papers based on the CRT.  Mignotte’s 

SS [14] and Azimuth-Bloom's SS [1] are based on the CRT.  

Iftene [9] and Qiong et al. [16] have proposed two CRT-

based VSSs. However, Kaya et al. [10] pointed out that 

both schemes cannot prevent a corrupted dealer to 

distribute inconsistent shares to shareholders.  They have 

proposed a CRT-based VSS which uses a range proof 

technique proposed by Benaloh [3].  The security of their 

VSS is based on the RSA assumption [18].  In 2013, Harn 

et al. proposed a CRT-based VSS [7].   In addition, in 2009, 

Sarkar et al. [19] proposed a kind of CRT-based RSA-

threshold cryptography for a mobile ad hoc network 

(MANET) and in 2011, Lu et al. proposed a secret key 

distributed storage scheme [12] based on CRT-VSS and 

trusted computing technology.  Quisquater et al. [17] have 

shown that Asmuth-Bloom's SS [1] is asymptotically 

optimal both from an information theoretic and complexity 

theoretic viewpoint when the parameters satisfy a 
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simplified relationship. Recently, Liu et al. proposed an 

authenticated group key distribution using the CRT [11] 

and Guo et al. proposed a quantum secret sharing based on 

the CRT [6].   

So far, we have found two papers [8, 13] in the 

literature to propose WSS based on the CRT.  However, 

both schemes are based on the Mignotte’s scheme [14] 

which any share substantially decreases the entropy of the 

secret.  Furthermore, in [8], the dealer needs to find out all 

minimal subsets of authorized access structure and then 

determines the modulus of each shareholder accordingly.  

In [13], the modulus associated with each shareholder is 

proportional to the weight of share.  In both schemes, the 

moduli of shareholders are too large to be implementable. 

The ),( nt SS is a special type of WSSs in which the 

weight of all shares is the same. A shareholder having a 

larger weight needs to keep multiple shares if we adopt a 

standard ),( nt SS to implement a WSS.  In this paper, we 

propose a WSS based on the CRT and the security of our 

scheme is the same as the ),( nt SS proposed by Asmuth 

and Bloom. In our proposed WSS, every shareholder keeps 

only one share. In addition, in our proposed scheme, the 

moduli of shareholders having larger weights are 

determined by the moduli of shareholders having the 

minimal weight.  In other words, the moduli of all 

shareholders are bounded by moduli of shareholders having 

the minimal weight of their shares. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the 

next Section, we introduce some preliminaries including 

the CRT, Mignotte's and Asmuth-Bloom schemes based on 

the CRT.  In Section 3, we propose a weighted secret 

sharing scheme based on a simple modification of 

Azimuth-Bloom scheme. In Section 4, we include the 

security analysis of our proposed scheme.  Conclusion is 

given in Section 5. 

2   Preliminaries 

2.1   Chinese Remainder Theorem(CRT)[1] 

Given the following system of equations as 
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 if all moduli are pairwise  coprime (i.e., 

,1),gcd( ji pp  for every ).ji   

The CRT has been used in the RSA decryption to 

speed-up the decryption process. With the knowledge of 

prime decomposition of the RSA composite integer and 

using the CRT, the complexity of RSA decryption is 

reduced by a factor. The CRT can also be used in the SS.  

Each of the shares is represented in congruence, and the 

solution of the system of congruence using the CRT is the 

secret to be recovered.  SS based on the CRT uses, along 

with the CRT, a special sequence of integers that guarantee 

the impossibility of recovering the secret from a set of 

shares with less than certain cardinality. In the nest 

subsections, we will review two most well-known SSs 

based on the CRT. 

2.2   Review of Mignotte’s  SS 

Share generation: A sequence consists of pairwise 

coprime positive integers, ,...21 nppp   with 

,...... 212 tntn ppppp   where ip  is the public 

information associated with each shareholder, .iU  For this 

given sequence, the dealer chooses the secret s  as an 

integer in the set 
tntn pppppZ  ...,... 212

 (i.e., 

tntn pppppZ  ...,... 212
 is referred as the range 

))....,...( 2132 tntntn pppppp    We call the 

range, ,...,... 212 tntn pppppZ 
 the t-threshold range,  as 

shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1:  The t-threshold range 

The share for the shareholder, ,iU  is generated as 

.,...,2,1,mod nipss ii   is  is sent to shareholder, 

,iU  secretly. 

{Remark 1}   The numbers in the t-threshold range, 

,...,... 212 tntn pppppZ 
 are integers upper bounded by 

,...21 tppp   which is the smallest product of any t  

moduli, and lower bounded by ,...32 ntntn ppp    

which is the largest product of any 1t  moduli.  Selecting 

the secret, ,s  in this range can ensure that (a) the secret can 

be recovered with any t  or more than t  shares (i.e., the 

product of their moduli must be either equal to or larger 
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than ),...21 tppp   and (b) the secret cannot be obtained 

with fewer than t  shares (i.e., the product of their moduli 

must be either equal to or smaller than )....2 ntn pp    

Thus, the secret  of a ),( nt threshold SS should  be 

selected from the t-threshold range. 

Secret reconstruction:  Given t distinct shares, for example, 

},,...,{ 21 tsss  the secret s  can be reconstructed by solving 

the following system of equations as  

.mod

;mod

;mod

22

11

tt psx

psx

psx













 

Using the standard CRT, a unique solution x is given as 
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.1mod  ii
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We want to point out that Mignotte’s ),( nt threshold 

SS is not a perfect SS since any share substantially 

decreases the entropy of the secret.   

2.3  Review of Asmuth-Bloom ),( nt  SS  

Share generation:  In Asmuth-Bloom ),( nt  SS, the dealer 

selects 0p  and a sequence of pairwise coprime positive 

integers, ,...21 nppp   such that   

,...... 2120 tntn pppppp    and 

,,...,2,1,1),gcd( 0 nipp i   where ip  is the public 

information associated with each shareholder, .iU   For this 

given sequence, the dealer chooses the secret s  as an 

integer in the set .
0pZ   The dealer selects an integer, ,  

such that ....,....0 2132 tntntn ppppppZps  
  We want to 

point out that the value, ,0ps   needs to be in the t-

threshold range, ;...,.... 2132 tntntn ppppppZ  
 otherwise, the 

value, ,0ps   can be obtained with fewer than t  shares.  

However, in the original paper [1], it specifies that the 

value  ,0ps   is in the set, ....21 tpppZ    This range is 

different from the t-threshold range.  In other words, if 

0ps   is selected to be smaller than the lower bound of 

the t-threshold range (i.e., but it is still in the set 

),...21 tpppZ   then the value, ,0ps   can be obtained 

with fewer than t  shares. It is obvious that this situation 

violates one of the security requirements of the ),( nt  SS. 

Share for the shareholder ,iU is generated as 

,mod0 ii ppss   and is  is sent to shareholder, ,iU  

secretly, for .,...,2,1 ni   

Secret reconstruction:  Given a subset of t distinct shares, 

for example, },,...,{ 21 tsss  the secret s  can be 

reconstructed by solving the following system of equations 

as  

.mod

;mod

;mod

22

11

tt psx

psx
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Using the standard CRT, a unique solution x is given as 

,mod
1

Nsy
p

N
x ii

i

t
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 where ,...21 tpppN   

and .1mod  ii

i

py
p

N
 Then, the secret s  can be 

recovered by computing .mod 0pxs   

Asmuth and Bloom showed that the entropy of the 

secret decreases “not too much” when 1t  shares are 

known. Interest readers can refer to the original paper [1] 

for detailed discussion. Asmuth-Bloom’s SS can be 

generalized to take more than t shares in the secret 

reconstruction. For example, when there are j 

(i.e., njt  ) shareholders with their shares, 

},,...,,{ 21 jsss  participating in the secret reconstruction, 

the secret, ,s  can be reconstructed using the standard CRT 

to find a unique solution x for the system of j equations. 

3   Proposed Scheme 

In our proposed scheme, each shareholder has one private 

share. We assume that the weight of a share can be any 

integer, j  (i.e., tj 1 ), where t  is the threshold of the 

secret sharing scheme. In the secret reconstruction, it needs 

to satisfy the following conditions: (a) the secret can be 

reconstructed when the overall weight of shares is  t  or 

larger than t , and (b) the secret cannot be reconstructed 

when the overall weight of shares is smaller than t .  The 

proposed scheme consists of three steps: parameters 

selection, shares generation and secret reconstruction.  We 

illustrate the scheme in Figure 2. 
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1.   Parameters selection 

1.1 The dealer selects an integer 0p  and a sequence of  

pairwise coprime positive integers, ,... 11
2

1
1 nppp   such 

that   ,...... 11
2

1
1

11
20 tntn pppppp    and 

,,...,2,1,1),gcd( 1
0 nipp i   where 1

ip  is the public 

information associated with each shareholder,  ,1
iU  

having his/her share with the minimal weight (i.e., 
).1weight  

1.2 For this given sequence, the dealer chooses the secret s  

as an integer in the set .
0pZ The dealer selects an integer, 

,  such that .11
2

1
1

11
3

1
2 ...,...0

tntntn pppppp
Zps



  

1.3 For each shareholder, ,j
iU  having a larger weight, 

j (i.e., ),1j   the dealer selects j
ip  satisfying 

.
)1(

2

1

1

1
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t

jti

i i
ppp   j

ip  is the public 

information associated with shareholder, .j
iU   Note that 

the selected value, ,j

ip  should be relatively coprime to 

all other public parameters of shareholders and   

.,,1),gcd( 0 jipp j
i   

2.  Share generation 

Share for the shareholder, ,j
iU  is generated as 

.mod0
j

i
j

i ppss   j
is  is sent to shareholder, ,j

iU  

secretly. 

3.  Secret reconstruction 
Given any subset of distinct shares having overall weight 

t or larger than t, the secret value, ,0psx   can be 

reconstructed by using the standard CRT.  Then, the 

secret s  can be recovered by computing 

.mod 0pxs                                                              □ 

 

Figure 2:  Proposed scheme 

Parameters selection:   

1. The dealer selects an integer 0p  and a sequence of 

pairwise coprime positive integers, ,... 11
2

1
1 nppp  such 

that   ,...... 11
2

1
1

11
20 tntn pppppp   where 1

ip  is the 

public information associated with each shareholder, 

,1
iU  having his/her share with the minimal weight (i.e., 

).1weight    

2. For this given sequence, the dealer chooses the secret 

s  as an integer in the set .
0pZ   The dealer selects an 

integer, ,  such that .11
2

1
1

11
3

1
2 ...,...0

tntntn pppppp
Zps



   

3. For each shareholder, ,j
iU  having a larger weight, 

j (i.e., ),1j   the dealer selects j
ip  satisfying 

.
)1(

2
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1
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j
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t

jti

i i
ppp j

ip  is the public 

information associated with shareholder, .j
iU   Note 

that the selected value, ,j

ip  should be relatively 

coprime to all other public parameters of shareholders 

and   .,,1),gcd( 0 jipp j
i     

{Remark 2} We want to point out that, in Step 2, the value, 

,0ps   needs to be in the t-threshold range, 

;11
2

1
1

11
3

1
2 ...,... tntntn pppppp

Z


 otherwise, the value, ,0ps   

either (a) cannot be obtained with shares having their 

overall weight equal to or larger  than t ; or  (b) can be 

obtained with shares having their overall weight smaller 

than .t   The secret value, ,0ps   selected in the t-

threshold range can ensure the security requirement of a 

WSS  for shares having the minimal weight.  Also, in Step 

3, the value, ,j
ip  needs to be selected in the specified range, 

otherwise, the value, ,0ps   either (a) cannot be obtained 

with shares having their overall weight equal to or larger 

than t ; or (b) can be obtained with shares having their 

overall weight smaller than .t  The following theorem 

proves this statement. 

Theorem 1.  If the parameter j
ip  associated with every 

shareholder, ,j
iU  having a larger weight, j (i.e., ),1j  

satisfies ,

)1(

2

1

1

1 






jtn

tni

i
j

i

t

jti

i ppp   it can ensure that (a) the 

secret can be reconstructed when the overall weight of 

shares is  t  or larger than t , and (b) the secret cannot be 

reconstructed when the overall weight of shares is smaller 

than t .   

Proof. If the parameter j
ip  associated with every 

shareholder, ,j
iU  having a larger weight, j (i.e., ),1j  

satisfies ,

)1(

2

1

1

1 






jtn

tni

i
j

i

t

jti

i ppp  then we have 

........ 1

)1(

1

3

1

2

11

2

1

1 jtntntn

j

itjtjt ppppppp     The 

condition, ,.... 11

2

1

1

j

itjtjt pppp  
 ensures that the 

parameter, ,j

ip is larger than the product of j largest 

parameters, ,.... 11

2

1

1 tjtjt ppp    involved in the upper 

bound of the t-threshold range.   In other words, it ensures 

that the share associated with the parameter, ,j

ip  is to be 

no smaller than j  shares with the minimal weight to be 

used to recover the secret (i.e., the share of shareholder, 
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,j

iU  and any jt   shares with the minimal weight can 

recover the secret).  On the other hand, the condition, 

,... 1

)1(

1

3

1

2 jtntntn

j

i pppp    ensures that the 

parameter, ,j

ip is smaller than the product of j smallest 

parameters, ,... 1

)1(

1

3

1

2 jtntntn ppp    involved in 

the lower bound of the t-threshold range.   In other words, it 

ensures that the share associated with this parameter, ,j

ip  

is limited to be no larger than j  shares with the minimal 

weight to be used to recover the secret (i.e., the share of 

shareholder, ,j

iU  and any 1 jt  shares with the 

minimal weight cannot recover the secret).  With both 

conditions, it ensures that the share associated with the 

parameter, ,j

ip  is equivalent to j  shares exactly with the 

minimal weight. 

Let use the following scenarios to illustrate this theorem. 

We assume that  5t  in the following discussion. 

(Case 1)  If there are 3 shareholders,  ,2
iU  2

jU  and 

,2
kU with each share having weight 2, the overall weight of 

their shares is 6.  Since parameters associated with these 

shareholders satisfy ,,,
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In other words, since the product of their parameters is 
larger than the upper bound of the t-threshold range, they 

can recover the secret. 

(Case 2) If there are 3 shareholders,  ,1
iU  

2
jU  and 

,2
kU with each share having weight either one or two, 

respectively, the overall weight of their shares is 5.  Since 

parameters associated with shareholders having weight 2 

satisfy ,,
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  In other words, since the product of their parameters is 

larger than the upper bound of the t-threshold range, they 

can recover the secret. 

(Case 3)  If there are 2 shareholders,  2
iU  and ,2

jU with 

each share having weight two, the overall weight of their 

shares is 4.  Since parameters associated with both 

shareholders satisfy ,,
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In other words, since the product of their parameters is 

smaller than the lower bound of the t-threshold range, they 

cannot recover the secret. 

(Case 4) If there are 2 shareholders,  1
iU  and ,3

jU  with 

each share having weight either one or three, respectively, 

the overall weight of their shares is 4.  Since parameter 

associated with shareholder, ,3
jU  satisfies 

,
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13
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In other words, since the product of their parameters is 

smaller than the lower bound of the t-threshold range, they 

cannot recover the secret. 

Remark 3.  From Theorem 1, in our proposed scheme, the 

moduli associated with all shareholders are determined by 

the moduli associated with shareholders having the 

minimal weight.   For example, let us assume that there are 

5 shareholders having the minimal weight one (i.e., 

),1weight  and 1 shareholder having weight two.  Then, 

in our proposed scheme, the modulus associated with the 

shareholder having weight two is upper bounded by the 

product, .1

3

1

2   tntn pp   However, in [8, 13], the 

modulus is larger than the modulus computed in our 

scheme. 

Share generation:  Share for the shareholder, ,j
iU  is 

generated as .mod0
j

i
j

i ppss   j
is  is sent to shareholder, 

,j
iU  secretly.  

Secret reconstruction:  Given any subset of distinct shares 

having overall weight t or larger than t, the secret value, 

,0psx   can be reconstructed by using the standard 

CRT.  Then, the secret s  can be recovered by computing 

.mod 0pxs   

4   Performance and Security Analysis 

The most time-consuming computational effort of our 

proposed scheme is in parameters selection performed by 

the dealer.  This computation only needs once during set up.  

Share generation and secret reconstruction follow the 

standard Asmuth-Bloom ),( nt  SS [1]. 

In comparing with existing WSSs based on the CRT, 

we have only found two papers, [8, 13], in the literature.  

Both schemes are based on the Mignotte’s scheme [18] 

which information of the secret may be leaked if there are 

fewer than t shareholders participated in the secret 

reconstruction, but our proposed scheme is based on the 

Asmuth-Bloom ),( nt  SS [1] which does not leak useful 
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information if there are fewer than t shareholders 

participating in the secret reconstruction [1].  Furthermore, 

in [8], the dealer needs to find out all minimal subsets of 

authorized access structure and then determines the 

modulus of each shareholder accordingly.   It is a time-

consuming process.  In [13], the modulus associated with 

each shareholder is proportional to the weight of share.  But, 

in our proposed scheme, the modulus associated with each 

shareholder having a larger weight (i.e., ),1weight  is 

determined by the moduli associated with shareholders 

having the minimal weight (i.e., ).1weight   Therefore, 

the size of moduli in our proposed scheme is smaller than 

the moduli in [8, 13].  In addition, since the size of each 

share of shareholder is proportional to the size of his/her 

modulus, the private share of shareholders in our proposed 

scheme is also smaller than the size of shares in [8, 13]. 

Let us analyze the security of the proposed WSS.  Since 

,11
2

1
1

11
3

1
2 ...,...0

tntntn pppppp
Zps



  this can prevent 

fewer than t  shareholders with each share having weight 

one to recover the secret. Furthermore, with Theorem 1, we 

can conclude that (a) the secret can be recovered if the 

overall weight of shares is t or larger than t, and (b) the 

secret cannot be recovered if the overall weight of shares is 

smaller than t.  

Since our proposed scheme follows Asmuth-Bloom 

),( nt  SS [1] to generate shares and reconstruct the secret, 

the security our scheme is the same as the Asmuth-Bloom 

SS. Asmuth and Bloom showed that the entropy of the 

secret decreases “not too much”  when 1t  shares are 

known. Goldreich et al.[18] showed that any set of 2t  

shares gives no information on the secret using the zero-

knowledge theory provided that the parameters on the 

system satisfy a natural condition (i.e., the primes s'ip  

have to be consecutive).  Quisquater et al. [17] introduced 

the concept of an asymptotically perfect and an 

asymptotically ideal scheme which are natural relaxations 

of perfect and ideal schemes.  They also prove that the 

),( nt  SS based on the CRT with consecutive primes is 

asymptotically perfect.  In other words, any 1t  shares 

give no information on the secret. 

5    Conclusion 

We proposed a WSS based on the CRT.  The security of our 

proposed scheme is the same as the Asmuth-Bloom's SS.  

In our proposed scheme, the modulus associated with all 

shareholders having weights larger than the minimal weight 

is determined by the moduli associated with shareholders 

having the minimal weight.  In comparing with other WSSs 

based on the CRT, the moduli in our proposed scheme are 

smaller than the moduli in other existing WSSs. 
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